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YODELADYTOO 
 
Stakes performing daughter of a highly-successful speed sire, Yodeladytoo is offered 
in foal to a stallion that is a classic sire with his first crop in 2017, and carrying a 
brother or a sister to a very promising two-year-old.  
 
A six-time winner, the speedy Yodeladytoo was also beaten just a length when 
second in the black-type CERF Handicap at Del Mar. 
 
She is a daughter of the Hollywood Futurity (gr. I) captor Swiss Yodeler, a horse who 
earned a reputation as an extremely reliable source of speed and precocity on the 
west coast, siring such Breeders’ Cup winning Champion Sprinter Thor’s Echo, as well 
as nine individual two-year-old stakes winners. A grandson of Horse of the Year 
Damascus, Swiss Yodeler represents an outcross for virtually all current commercial 
sire lines. 
 
Yodeladytoo is out of a five-time winning half-sister to graded winner Right Mind, 
and to George’s Gift, a multiple stakes winner who is also ancestress of grade one 
winner Strawberry Lake. The second dam, Open Mind, is a granddaughter of Lighter, 
the ancestress of more than 40 stakes winners, including other grade one winners 
November Snow, Morning Line, and Bounding. Lighter herself is a daughter of noted 
foundation mare Blue Denim, the ancestress of more than 30 grade one winners, 
including classic winners Sulamani, Authorized, Naturalism, Dream Well, Green 
Dancer, The Gurkha, Mafki, and Right Away. 
 
The dam of four winners, three of them multiple winners, with her first four foals, 
Yodeladytoo is currently represented by the highly-promising two-year-old Soul 
Streit, who led from start to finish to take a Del Mar maiden special weight by 5¼ 
lengths. 
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Soul Streit is by Maclean’s Music, and Yodeladytoo is offered back in foal to that 
horse. With his first crop, now three-year-olds, Maclean’s Music is off to a brilliant 
start with 14 stakes horses and seven stakes winners, headed by the Preakness 
Stakes (gr. I) winner Cloud Computing.  

 


